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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

 the Ningaloo reef and the Exmouth Gulf. A pristine environment of tidal clear waters, sand beaches with pebble stones on the shore rounded by the

continual motion of the Indian ocean tides and thousands of years of cyclonic systems. A place virtually untouched even now, a place where its not uncommon to

see whales breeching as the sun recedes for the day, or at daybreak  drive through thick fog with the headlights on, at a slow

pace to miss the marloos and does, or on waking to the smell of the exposed reef after coral spawning. Dingos were a rarity, cattle at the water tank, a mob of

wild crazed looking male goats on high ground perusing the landscape and occasionally horses at  

 with floodways, beautiful ghost

gums, white bark glistening in early morning light, rocks rounded by the same process as the beach stones. The Cape Range on the left; harsh, hard, cooked by

intense heat over time but still breath taking, more so on entry into its gorges.

Emus stand at the side of the road, fathers with chicks and adolescence adults waiting to cross the road all looking wide eyed and confused then making a break

for it, it appears they are more road savvy than our wild woolly grazers.

 Exmouth has an artist workshop space.

 creating a variety of artworks. A very generous mob of ladies all with great

humorous stories to tell, yarns of a historical sense as most grew up during the construction of the base, when the houses weren’t surrounded by fences,

community grew out of pindan, friendships lasted lifetimes and parties went for weeks.

A true Australian way, it needs to be maintained so all kids can grow and view the absolute wonder of the area that dates back millions of years, has stygo fauna

in underground pools underfoot, gorges above, birthing and protection in the gulf and an abundance of sea life on the Ningaloo reef. Just a brilliant way to start a

new positive life to live, with fresh air, cool waters, amazing life forms, cultural histories both indigenous and non indigenous, it can’t get better than this.

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

I have been fortunate enough to be able to partake twice on whale shark tours out of Exmouth r. I was unable to enter

the water but humpback whales were moving rapidly through the area we were in, followed 10 minutes later by a pod of Orca’s which are something to behold,

powerful. We swim and snorkel on the Ningaloo reef and have visited Cape Range several times. The gulf we use for fishing from a dingy, low power, we are

quite happy catching nothing but just enjoy the beauty of this wonderful place.



3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

The town refuse area is my biggest concern. There appears to be no recycling, this town appears to have not seen the same level and standards of refuse

facilities as in the city. I’m dismayed at what will get washed into the subsoil and will eventually end up in the stygo fauna region and aquifers and cause huge

damage, especially with flooding during cyclone season. I don’t think this town can support the waste it is receiving at this facility so I’m finding it difficult to believe

it can handle anything from any new industry. A complete and comprehensive study should be undertaken by the Shire to bring it up to 2020 standard, there’s a

whole lot of catching up to do not just Exmouth but most of these coastal towns. Increased industry, floating hotels aren’t able to use facilities that can’t cope all

ready. Plastic in the ocean is a huge problem I’m told its starting to happen on the reef.

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

Although this does not affect me directly as I live out of the region I know many people who are committed to this very important region of Western Australia

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

Subsea 7 is of great concern, even with a twelve month halt to their proposed pipeline fabrication facility at Learmonth the threat to the gulf and the influence they

must have from their backers is daunting for all of us concerned. Approval once given won’t prevent deliberate or accidental damage to gulf benthic life, stygo

fauna, mangroves, manta rays, whale calves and countless other marine forms of life. A great deal of damage can be done to these environments as it isn't easily

access ble, therefore hidden by its own habitat and out of view of the person looking for mismanagement.

The Gascoyne Gate developers will do untold damage dredging in the gulf, visiting floating hotels (cruise ships) naval shipping, perhaps submarines floating

platform ships, oil transported by ship to Exmouth. Why has no development plan details been released and our question WHO ARE THE BACKERS been

answered. Hopefully not overseas equity management funds who can sell off our assets with a tick from the FIRB.

German naval officers are currently on Australian naval ships and Berlin has requested permission to partake in further naval war preparation exercises. Western

Australia’s vulnerable coastline, now an issue with China’s Belt and Road push, does need protection. Exmouth does have other ADF facilities including US

military personnel. So Exmouth is already a target, we shouldn’t increase its threat with war ships refuelling or fuel tanks in situ.

I am also aware of the Ashburton Salt project. One salt processing plant for the East coast of the gulf has already been rejected by WA public opinion, so why is

another one proposed?

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

No file was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

No file was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




